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I. INTRODUCTION

omputer-mediated communication (CMC) has become very 

Ccommon in work life and had replaced need for face to face (F2F) 

communication to a large extent.  Email communication is one 

dominant component of  CMC.  Chat and  voice and video mails are also 

important.  In the business domain e-mail is most frequently used in an 

information-gathering and communication function (Kettinger & Grover 

1997). Email has also  led to the emergence of on-line communities by 

supporting asynchronous communication (Sproul and Kiesler 1991).  Kidd 

(1994) ,  Landsdale (1988) and Malone (1983) have  portrayed email as a 

virtual file cabinet. It is  a means of storage to use, and organise 

messages.  Classifying  the  messages in terms of their contents, for  

effective  retrieval for proper business use  of the messages is the next 

step, hence there is a need for  proper structured filing.  Malone,  Grant 

and Turbak (1986) developed a computer based  system which helps 

employees  to filter, sort and prioritize messages at individual levels.

Mackay et al., (1989) revealed that newer computer users can effectively 

sort and prioritize emails to some extent.  Landsdale (1988) emphasized 

that two problems faced by uses persisted :

a)    How to define categories to use.

b)    How to  remember these categories later, at the time of  

 retrieval.

He concluded that information retrieval based on recall-directed search 

is always followed by reorganisation based scanning. Another dilemma for 

classification is about sorting and categorizing email is that if user spends 
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time to categorize an item less likely categorization will be 

done. If this process is automated the fewer users will able 

to recall it. This suggest that automatic filing and message 

folders two ubiquitous features in contemporary email 

software and intended to help email overload problem.

In this paper,   evidences from few prominent international 

surveys are given  to indicate the extent to which 

enterprises rely on emails,  next  different purposes and 

approaches to categorization are  discussed.   There are a 

few network infrastructure related intricacies which cannot 

be ignored when Enterprises go for dedicated applications to 

be deployed for the purpose of monitoring and 

categorization of emails.  Most of the researchers  seem to 

have ignored this aspect while discussing the categorization 

problems.  We focus on this aspect of email categorization  

in the later part of this article. 

2. INTERNATIONAL SURVEYS

Radical group (  Anonymous, 2012, 2013 )  has conducted 

survey in mid of 2011 to study corporate and business user 

preferences, deployments, attitudes and behaviour with 

regards to email with 100 businesses and a total of 228,068 

email users. The  survey indicated  that 

a. 44.8 billion Emails are delivered each day.

b. 112 daily emails are received and sent on average 

 by business professional causes an overflowing inbox.

c. 42% of corporate email is ignored. (Due to inbox is 

 overflow).

d. 50% of emails are misunderstood. (Without these 

 visual/auditory cues)

e. People switch between applications 30 times an  h o u r.  

 (Leeds to loss of focus and working time).

3. SURVEY BY INFOCOMM 

According to a survey conducted by Infocomm In 2012, the 

usage of computers, Internet, broadband has increased. The 

proportion of enterprises that used computers and the 

Internet increased from 79% in 2010 to 84% in 2012 and from 

77% in 2010 to 82% in 2012 respectively. The most common 

Internet activities were sending and receiving emails (95%) 

and  information search (92%).

Fig  1 :  Internet activities on computer (Annual Survey on 

Usage by Enterprises 2012)

The results show that  usage  of internet for  communication  

dominates practically every other  usage.

4. TRENDS AND PREDICTIONS

According to statistics published by Radicati Group, 

estimates for future indicate(Table1) :

An average annual growth rate of 6% over the next four years 

is indicated.

a. ESTIMATES OF SPAM EMAILS

Spam mails are a real problem. Statistics as on  Week ending 

November 18, 2012 by Trust wave  indicated 67.8% Spam ,  

and  Spam cop reports 2679044 spam messages per week.  

Hence the  top level categorization is always   spam vs no 

spam.

b. EMAILS ON A BUSINESS STRATEGIC NETWORK

A study by Markus (1994)  based on 549 emails sent from the 

hub of the strategic network during six months in 2002 and 

2003 ,  are classified in Table 2. The  respondents have 

reported that they have not deleted any job-related emails, 

the content of their out boxes can be expected to be a good 

representation of typical communication behaviour in the 

strategic network. As most emails have been classified as 

having more than one communication reason, the total 

number of registered reasons exceeds the number of emails.
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Table: 1  Email traffic and Accounts 2013-2017 (Extracted from: Radicati Group survey -2013-17) 

Table 2:   Category wise analysis of emails from a  Business Strategic Hub 



Fig 2        The Layered Concept of Security in an Enterprise Network
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Fig.3  Typical  (simplified)  Email classification framework at enterprise level
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5. EMAIL CLASSIFICATION AT ENTERPRISE LEVEL

According to AMA 43% of companies monitor email, 96% track 

incoming and outgoing messages. Only 58% monitor internal 

traffic sent from internal staff. Employees assigned to read 

and review employee e-mail are employed by the following 

departments: IT (73%), HR (34%), legal (18%), compliance 

(17%), outside third-party (4%), other (17%).

In order to classify the emails, first decide on useful 

categories that represented the whole of emails. When email 

hit email server first it is checked for spam or non spam , and  

is discarded.  If email is non-spam it is classified on basis of 

different users.

6. NEED FOR  MULTI LEVEL  CLASSIFICATION

As  we mentioned earlier need for classification though is 

well recognized most of the surveys have  focussed on 

identification of   business reasons for categorization.   

However  it is necessary to recognise that dedicated 

classifications and monitoring  require huge cost  to be 

incurred.  Most of the time Infrastructure designers   do not  

understand the needs and hence do not  create appropriate 

provisions for   multi-level .  Let us have a look at the security 

setup in a typical Enterprise level  network. For simplicity we 

have shown a LAN,  but the  principles remain the same when 

we are looking at a  global network.

An Enterprise network will have varied security setup, 

possibly separated by multiple firewalls. The information 

need will be different in different layers. 

Email monitoring and categorization needs at each layer 

certainly would be different. The stringency of censorship,   

importance of decision making needs, risk associated with 

actions associated with each layer will dictate the type of 

email classification applications to be used in each layer.  

Most of the surveys have focussed either on total volume and 

traffic of  email communications.  However a strong coupling 

of  the network design and  dedicated categorization 

applications  customizable to varies levels of  accuracy of 

classifications would be needed in  any enterprise.

The quick access to records and other documents helps for 

sound decision-making. According to the Australian Standard 

for Records Management, AS ISO 15489, best practice in 

records management classification is on a rigorous analysis of 

business functions and activities.  Similar standards would 

exists in most countries as this is essentially a business 

requirement.

A natural corollary of these standards specification is that 

such policies should have natural extention to Email 

categorization and monitoring as well.

The process of information classification describes, organize 

and control information. It creates order in understanding 

what an organization does and how it does it.  Government 

and other organization have invested heavily to protect 

their system from virus, worms and other threads. Users 

often have cluttered in boxes containing hundreds of 

messages, including spam, Unsolicited marketing messages, 

outstanding tasks and conversational threads. Also the 

exponential increase in the volume of e-mails can make the 

processing of e-mails tedious and time consuming. The e-

mail user spends most of the time on organizing these e-

mails to reduce their size of inbox. Sometimes important 

messages get overlooked, or "lost" in archives. Also another 

risk includes loss of proprietary information violation of 

record retention and privacy laws. Email is considered as a 

weak link in organizational security. This rapid growing 

email requires proper classification with less user 

interference.

An E-mail filter is personalized and the knowledge used by 

each personal filter is subjective. Therefore, classifying 

personal E-mail messages is more challenging. A rule-based 

system provides a way to semi-automate e-mail 

classification. Such a system requires users to define a set of 

instructions for the e-mail application to sort incoming 

messages into existing folder. (Bekkerman et al., 2004) 

showed applications in spam filtering of automatic e-mail 

classification extraction of e-mail threads and automatic e-

mail foldering, as per user-defined folders. Ishmail 

automatically sorts messages into folders and orders them 

by importance, based on user-defined classification filters. 

Procmail, Elm Filter works on same concept. Most popular 

commercial e-mail clients such as Eudora, Mozilla 

Thunderbird, and Microsoft's Outlook and Outlook 

Express also support message filing according to user-

defined rule sets.

These types of systems are challenging for nontechnical 

users because writing the rules requires some level of 

programming experience, folders defined by individual 

users can be a tiresome and time consuming task if it is not 
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done regularly. Email data normally does not follow any fixed 

structure. The use of machine learning techniques would 

certainly be required. Examples of such systems are PEA-a 

Personal mail Assistant with Evolutionary Adaptation 

(Werner Winiwarter,1999), MailCat(Richard et al,1999), 

Re:Agent (Gary Boone,1998). 

7. NEED FOR DEDICATED EMAIL CLASSIFIERS

Personal classification , organization and sorting can never 

be eliminated at the  employee level. But an enterprise 

should go  for  better dedicated and standardised classifiers 

to eliminate business risks.  The situation is almost similar to 

what we observe in the form of Spread Sheet Usage Risk , 

which is  common in case of financial data processing .

8. CONCLUSIONS

The evidences about and the  discussions on the  network 

designs  indicate that 

a. Emails are heavily used by business as a Computer 

 Mediated  mode of communication. 

b. Problems of  lost mails, ignored mails  and  

 misunderstood mails are a reality.

c. Proper dedicated classification softwares  will 

 certainly reduce  dependency on  employees using 

 personal classification strategies and hence reduce 

 these problems.

d. Generally a multi layered security setup would be 

 available in any enterprise network. Email  

 categorization policies   should also be parallel .
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